
Murder Mysteries

The last witnessThe last witness
by Claire McFall
While on a camping trip to an isolated beach on the Scottish
coast, Heather's friends stuffer the wrath of a malevolent spirit,
and a year later, Heather remains imprisoned in a facility,
refusing to admit guilt. ages 14+

#Murdertrending#Murdertrending
by Gretchen McNeil
Falsely accused of murdering her stepsister, seventeen-year-old
Dee fights to survive paid assassins on Alcatraz 2.0, the most
popular prison on social media. ages 13+

WarcrossWarcross
by Marie Lu
After hacking into the Warcross Championships' opening game to
track illegal betting, bounty hunter Emika Chen is asked by the
game's creator to go undercover to investigate a security problem,
and she uncovers a sinister plot. ages 13+

The divinersThe diviners
by Libba Bray
Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is exiled from small-town Ohio to
New York City in 1926, even when a rash of murders thrusts Evie
and her uncle, curator of The Museum of American Folklore,
Superstition, and the Occult, into the thick of the
investigation. ages 14+
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Fantastical Crime

Four dead queensFour dead queens
by Astrid Scholte
Working as a pickpocket under a mentor who operates a black
market throughout their nation's strictly divided regions, Keralie
intercepts orders for the queen's assassination and teams up with
a new friend to uncover the would-be killer. ages 13+

The Hazel Wood : a novelThe Hazel Wood : a novel
by Melissa Albert
When the scary, magical world in her grandmother's book of dark
feminist fairy tales becomes real, seventeen-year-old Alice,
partnered with Ellery, an obsessed fan of the fairy tales, must
enter the world to rescue Alice's kidnapped mother. ages 16+

The glareThe glare
by Margot Harrison
Moving to her father’s home in California after a decade at her
mother’s isolated ranch, a teen who has been taught to fear
technology reunites with friends and family members before
experiencing nightmares about a dark-web video game that poses
life-threatening dangers. ages 12+

All the wind in the worldAll the wind in the world
by Samantha Mabry
Working in the maguey fields of the Southwest, Sarah Jac and
James are in love but forced to start over on a ranch that is
possibly cursed where the delicate balance in their relationship
begins to give way. ages 14+

Thriller

Strange exitStrange exit
by Parker Peevyhouse
Trapped on an orbiting spaceship after a nuclear event destroys
life on a forgotten Earth, a 17-year-old girl is challenged to
convince her in-stasis fellow passengers to leave their virtual-
reality world, before a new friend begins making murderous
decisions. ages 13+

Neverworld wakeNeverworld wake
by Marisha Pessl
A year after her boyfriend's death, Beatrice returns to Darrow-
Harker School where she and her circle of friends are confronted
by a stranger who forces them to unanimously choose who
should live, or be stuck in time forever. ages 14+

Before I let goBefore I let go
by Marieke Nijkamp
Returning to her small Alaska home town after her bipolar best
friend's death, Corey uncovers chilling secrets about the
townspeople and their treatment of Kyra prior to her drowning.
ages 13+

Genuine fraudGenuine fraud
by E Lockhart
Told through flashbacks, best friends Jule and Imogen are
orphaned outcasts who will do almost anything to attain a
happy, wealthy life. ages 12+
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